The Clay Paky Water Column

Thousands of bubbles rising up in waves through a magical cylinder. Water, air and light blend to give continuous, soft changing colors... words hardly suffice to describe the fascination provided by this interplay of light and fluids, which will ensure that even the most blinkered passer-by stops to glance in your window.

The Water Column is extremely easy to install and position. It uses very little energy. It is completely automatic once switched on and is a great attraction for any public venue or point of sale.

Contact your local Clay Paky Sales Person, without obligation, to see the advantages and quality for yourselves - you can be certain it will be timewell spent.
POWER SUPPLY
• 100-120 V 60Hz • 200-240 V 50Hz

LAMP
Halogen dichroic lamp.
• Voltage: 12V.
• Power: 65W.
• Nominal life: 4,000 hours.
• Color temperature: 3,100K.
• Fitting: GU 5,3.

COLOR DISC
Continuously rotating color disc
1 rev/min, 8 colors: red, blue, orange, violet, green, pink, yellow and white.

BUBBLES
• Bubble generation cycle
  (Interval between bursts): 3 seconds.
• Duration of burst: 4.5 seconds.

MAXIMUM ELECTRICAL INPUT
• 110 VA.

SAFETY DEVICES
• 2 line fuses.
• Degree of protection: IP 20.
• Conforms to EC directives:
  Low Voltage 73/23,
  Electromagnetic Compatibility 89/336.

BODY - STANDARD VERSION
• Matt black ABS base.
• Clear plastic (PMMA) cylinder.

OPERATING POSITION
• Operates in a vertical position.

WEIGHT, CAPACITY AND DIMENSIONS
• Weight: 12 kg (without liquid).
• Capacity: about 30 litres.
  Use distilled water.
• Dimensions: 356 x 1975 x 356 mm.
  (14.02” x 77.76” x 14.02”).

CODES
C12090 Water Column (including lamp), black finish1*) - standard.
C31200 Conversion kit to black color (base + cover).
C31201 Conversion kit to simulated burr veneer finish (base + cover).
C31202 Conversion kit to simulated marble finish (base + cover).

1*) Please specify the color when ordering.